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Abstract: RDX containing a small amount of single-walled carbon nanotubes is obtained by the
method of co-precipitation out of a solution. The detonation of this composition is studied by an
electromagnetic method of mass velocity measurement and by a high-resolution electroconductivity method. A clearly expressed chemical spike is observed. Preliminary indications of reaction
acceleration in the presence of nanotubes are obtained. The electroconductivity measurements are
complicated because of the noticeable conductivity of the original material; if this factor is taken
into account, the electrical conductivity proﬁles behind the detonation front are similar to those
observed for pure RDX. Possible reasons for the inﬂuence of nanotubes on detonation characteristics are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
Intense application of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in
various ﬁelds of engineering is observed in recent years.
The unique properties of CNTs (high longitudinal conductivity and very large ratio of their length to diameter) are responsible for the noticeable electrical conductivity of mixtures arising already when CNT addition
is at a level of hundredths fractions of a percent. It can
be also expected that this new material will be useful as
an additive to high explosive (HEs). A positive eﬀect of
providing the electrical conductivity in a composite with
the corresponding reduction of electrization is obvious.
At the same time, addition of nanotubes can modify
the detonation characteristics of the HE. As far as the
authors are aware, this aspect has not been studied yet.

Fairly eﬃcient methods of CNT production were
developed; as a result, their cost decreased to a level
that allows CNTs to be considered as an additive to
explosive materials. According to information available
now, single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) ensure
almost safe operation. In particular, TUBALL nanotubes produced by the OCSiAl company in Novosibirsk
became the ﬁrst SWCNTs registered in accordance with
the European Union’s Registration, Evaluation, Authorization, and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) regulations, and their industrial-scale production is allowed
(see//https:en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon nanotube).
In the present study, we consider the inﬂuence of
addition of small amounts of CNTs on the detonation
properties of RDX.
PREPARATION OF SPECIMENS
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The study was performed with TUBALL COAT E
single-walled nanotubes produced by the OCSiAl company. The characteristic length of these nanotubes was
several micrometers, and their diameter was approximately 1.5 nm. The RDX solution in acetone was mixed
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Fig. 1. SEM images of HE particles: high-purity ﬁne-grained RDX (a) and RDX + 0.5% of SWCNTs
with diﬀerent magniﬁcations (b and c).

with the aqueous solution of 0.2% of SWCNTs, after
which both RDX and SWCNTs precipitated, and the
sediment was dried. High-purity ﬁne-grained RDX was
prepared in the same way, except for addition of SWCNTs. Figure 1 shows the images obtained by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) with a LEO-420 microscope.
As nanotubes can act as crystallization centers, it
was expected that addition of SWCNTs would reduce
the HE particle size. However, the sizes of pure HE
grains and RDX particles in the mixture with SWCNTs
were found to be approximately identical (Figs. 1a and
1b). Nevertheless, the materials were seen to be noticeably diﬀerent. Pure RDX formed crystals with clearly
expressed faceting, whereas the grains in the mixture
with SWCNTs were rounded and contained pores of
micron and submicron sizes (Figs. 1b and 1c). The majority of nanotubes surrounded the HE particles, though
some of them could penetrate inward the grains and act
like “reinforcement.” The dried powder had a dark gray
color and did not display any noticeable electrization
owing to composite conductivity. In contrast to micron
and submicron powders of pure HE, the material was
not prone to formation of a suspension in air; therefore,
it was not diﬃcult to work with it.

MASS VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS
The variant of electromagnetic diagnostics used in
the present study was described in detail in [2]. The
material was pressed in the form of cylindrical charges
20 mm in diameter and 14–20 mm long. Identical
charges of pure RDX were also prepared for comparisons. Π-shaped sensors made of aluminum 9 μm thick
with the working arm length of about 1 mm were used,
which made it possible to work with charges of comparatively small diameters. The sensor was placed on a

Plexiglas block 8 mm thick and was separated from the
end face of the cylindrical HE charge by a protective
epoxy layer 50–100 μm thick. The charge was initiated at the opposite end face by a detonator through a
small-size generator of the plane wave. A pulsed magnetic ﬁeld B = 0.15 T was generated by the Helmholtz
coil. The time resolution was approximately 5 ns.
The pressed charges of pure HE fell into pieces easily (sometimes, just in hands). Therefore, RDX specimens were pressed at the maximum reachable pressure
(which corresponded to the density of 1.7 g/cm3 ), but
special care had to be applied in this case. If SWCNTs
were added, the material compressibility decreased, and
the same force of the pressing device ensured the density
of 1.62 g/cm3 . The charges with SWCNT addition had
a smaller density, but a suﬃcient strength. Obviously
the nanotubes played the role of a binder. According
to [3], for the RDX density of 1.7 g/cm3 , the mass velocity and pressure in the Chapman–Jouguet (CJ) state
were u = 2.063 km/s and p = 29.44 GPa; the corresponding values for the density of 1.62 g/cm3 were u =
1.975 km/s and p = 26 GPa. As the mass fraction of
nanotubes was small, their inﬂuence on the level of the
CJ parameters could be ignored.
The experimentally recorded curves of the velocity
of the HE–Plexiglas interface are shown in Fig. 2. The
results of two tests are given for each composition. The
oscillations before the beginning of the main signal (at
t < 0) are caused by matter polarization in the vicinity
of the wave front. In the pressed material, these interferences are small and do not aﬀect the subsequent
proﬁle.
As is seen from Fig. 2, the reproducibility of the
tests is better for pure HE. Apparently, the SWCNT
distribution in the material was not suﬃciently homogeneous after our preparation procedure, which could
aﬀect the structure and local density of the charge.
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The chemical spike was observed in all experiments:
the maximum velocity of the interface was obviously
greater than the CJ state predictions. For brevity, this
line indicates the velocity of the interface between the
window and HE, which is reached after unloading of
detonation products from the CJ state of RDX. Figure 2 shows the CJ levels calculated on the basis of the
above-mentioned states of detonation products and the
shock adiabat of Plexiglas from [4]. For pure RDX, the
ratio of the spike velocity to the CJ level is close to 1.4.
An almost the same ratio was obtained for RDX with
nanotubes in test No. 41, but its value in test No. 43
was 1.18. The reasons for this reduction of the chemical spike amplitude could be local inhomogeneity and,
possibly, partial reaction during the ﬁrst nanoseconds,
which is also associated with inhomogeneity of the material.
In all experiments, the interface velocity proﬁles
did not display any obvious speciﬁc features that could
be interpreted as the end of the reaction. With certain
caution, the kinetics can be estimated on the basis of
the chemical spike length deﬁned as the time interval
needed to reach the CJ level. In the case of smooth
completion of the reaction, this value can be overestimated by several times [5, 6] even in simulations of the
process where all parameters are known exactly. In real
experiments, both experimental scatter and inaccuracy
in determining the CJ level are possible. In contrast to
previous studies [2, 7], HE unloading occurs from states
located rather far from the shock adiabat on the p–u
diagram because of the higher HE density, which reduces the simulation accuracy. As is seen from Fig. 2, a
small error in determining the CJ level can signiﬁcantly
change the reaction time estimate. Moreover, the eﬀect
of data scattering is so high that the CJ level was not
reached at all in one of the experiments with pure RDX
within reasonable time.
Nevertheless, it can be expected that comparisons
of experiments performed under identical conditions can
reveal the inﬂuence of SWCNT addition. With allowance for previous comments, Fig. 2 manifests certain
reduction of the chemical spike length in the composition containing nanotubes. More deﬁnite conclusions
require additional investigations.

MEASUREMENTS OF ELECTRICAL
CONDUCTIVITY
Investigations of electrical conductivity in the
vicinity of the detonation front allows one to obtain
more useful information in addition to dynamic measurements. This approach seems to be particularly suit-

Fig. 2. Eﬀect of SWCNTs on the interface velocity
in the case of RDX detonation: (a) pure RDX with
the initial density of 1.7 g/cm3 ; (b) RDX + 0.5% of
SWCNTs with the initial density of 1.62 g/cm3 ; the
lines indicated as CJ show the predicted levels of the
interface boundary in the CJ state.

Fig. 3. Electrical conductivity cell.

able for initially conducting substances. The method
of measuring the electrical conductivity proﬁle in the
detonation wave was described in [8, 9]. As the measurements in initially conducting materials have some
speciﬁc features, we provide a brief description of the
measurement cell.
We used a coaxial system of electrodes shown in
Fig. 3. The charge with the diameter b = 8 mm was
pressed into a thick copper shell whose parts 1 and 2
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were connected by threading. The external diameter of
the shell was 40 mm. The axial copper electrode 3 (diameter c = 2 mm, length of the region inside the HE
30 mm) was placed in a Plexiglas plug ﬁxed by a hollow
bolt. The sensor for measuring electrical conductivity 4
was a toroidal coil located in the cavity of the external electrode. The coeﬃcient of mutual induction of
the coil and cavity circuit was M ≈ 15 nH. The width
of the slit connecting the cavity with the coaxial was
deﬁned by the dielectric layer 5 (in our experiments,
polypropylene 0.3 or 0.6 mm thick).
The pulsed current I feeding the cell was generated
by a special external power source. In contrast to previous studies [8, 9], the cell was ﬁlled by an initially conducting material. The resistance of the cell was 1.4 Ω
for the HE density of 1.6 g/cm3 and 1.1 Ω for the HE
density of 1.8 g/cm3 for the current of about 1 mA (the
measurements were performed by a Keysight 34461A
multimeter). This corresponds to the static electrical
conductivity of 0.05–0.07 Ω−1 · cm−1 . However, the resistance decreased to 0.19 Ω (1.6 g/cm3 ) and 0.14 Ω
(1.8 g/cm3 ) when the electrical conductivity was measured in the course of detonation for the current through
the cell approximately equal to 40 A, i.e., the conductivity increased by an order of magnitude: up to 0.4–
0.5 Ω−1 · cm−1 . It can be assumed that new conducting
channels are involved as the electric ﬁeld is enhanced.
Initially, the current in the cell is distributed between parts 1 and 2 of the external shell. The current portion arriving at the electrode 1 ﬂows around
the sensor cavity, thus, generating a magnetic ﬂux in
the coil 4. The detonation wave is initiated at the left
end face of the charge and moves to the right with a
velocity D. When the wave reaches the axial electrode,
the resistance of the medium in the left part of the cell
starts to change, which aﬀects the current in this part
and the magnetic ﬂux in the coil winding. As a result,
there arises a signal on the coil (which is not large in
practice of our measurements). Later, when the wave
front passes near the slit, some portion of the current is
switched to the external electrode 2. The current passing through the cavity and the magnetic ﬂux decrease,
generating the main voltage pulse of the sensor U . For a
steady proﬁle of electrical conductivity behind the wave
after this instant, the electrical conductivity in the plane
of the slit is proportional to U (t):
σ(x) =

ln(b/c) U (t)
.
2πDM V

(1)

Here x = Dt is the distance covered by the wave front
moving away from the slit by the time t and V is the
voltage on the central electrode. Formula (1) is valid if
the slit is thin (as compared to the width of the con-
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Fig. 4. Proﬁles of electrical conductivity behind the
detonation front: the slit width is 0.3 mm; the solid
and dashed curves show the results for RDX + 0.5%
of SWCNTs (1.6 g/cm3 ) and for pure RDX of the
same density.

ducting region behind the wave front). The inﬂuence of
the ﬁnite width of the slit will be considered below.
The results of experiments with RDX containing
0.5% of SWCNTs are illustrated in Fig. 4, which also
shows the proﬁle of electrical conductivity in pure RDX
obtained previously.
The proﬁle for the composition with nanotubes is
shifted to the left in order to superimpose the regions of
the distribution peaks and the subsequent decrease of
the curves. After that, at t > 0, reasonable agreement
between the two proﬁles is reached. However, the curve
for the composition with nanotubes also displays a “precursor,” i.e., at ﬁrst glance, the presence of nanotubes
leads to signiﬁcant widening of the proﬁle. As is shown
below, the region of the curve at t < 0 does not reﬂect
the real conductivity behind the wave front; it arises owing to speciﬁc features of current spreading in the cell,
which are associated with the ﬁnite electrical conductivity of the medium ahead of the front. Thus, within
the framework of accuracy of our measurements, the
presence of nanotubes does not produce any noticeable
eﬀect on the electrical conductivity distribution behind
the detonation front. Similar results were obtained for
the higher charge density of 1.8 g/cm3 .
The slit width (0.3 mm) is comparable with the
characteristic width of the electrical conductivity proﬁle. Therefore, distortions are possible in the peak region. For a narrower slit, the distortions are smaller, but
rapid closure of the electrodes 1 and 2 occurs above the
dielectric, and the signal vanishes. It is seen from Fig. 4
that the closure occurs in 0.22–0.27 μs for the slit width
of 0.3 mm. Thus, these experiments were performed at
the limit of the method capabilities.
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for x < x0 ,

σ(x) = A exp(k1 (x − x0 ))(1 − exp(k2 (x − x0 ))); (3)
for x ≥ x0 , σ(x) = 0.

Fig. 5. Simulation geometry.

MODELING OF THE CELL
To estimate the inﬂuence of the initial conductivity on the measurements, we performed large-scale simulations of the current distribution in the cell and the
sensor response. A two-dimensional axisymmetric problem in a real geometry was solved. The computational
domain is schematically shown in Fig. 5. The x axis
coincides with the cell axis; the electrodes and dielectric are indicated in the same way as those in Fig. 3.
The radial coordinate changes from r = c = 1 mm to
r = b = 4 mm. A steady wave of electrical conductivity moves along the cell; the ﬁgure shows its position
at a certain time instant. A constant initial electrical
conductivity σ0 may exist ahead of the wave.
We solved the equation




1 ∂
∂ϕ
∂
∂ϕ
rσ
+
σ
= 0,
(2)
r ∂r
∂r
∂x
∂x
where ϕ is the electric ﬁeld potential, and the electrical
conductivity σ is a function of the longitudinal coordinate x. The boundary conditions are ϕ = 0 at r = b,
xL ≤ x < −a/2, and a/2 < x ≤ xR , i.e., on the external electrode, ϕ = 1 at r = c (on the central electrode),
∂ϕ
∂ϕ
= 0 at r = b, −a/2 ≤ x ≤ a/2 and
= 0 at
∂r
∂x
x = xL and x = xR . Here a = 0.3 mm is the thickness
of the dielectric 5, while xL and xR are the left and right
boundaries of the computational domain, which are located at suﬃcient distances from the region of ﬁeld inhomogeneity (dielectric surface). The coordinate x = 0
corresponds to the middle of the dielectric layer.
The electrical conductivity of the medium in the
case of an initially non-conducting material is deﬁned
by the following formulas:

Here x0 is the position of the electrical conductivity
wave front. The coeﬃcients k1 and k2 were chosen to
ensure an approximate description of the electrical conductivity distribution in pure HE, which had the characteristic fall length 1/k1 ≈ 0.6 mm and a comparatively
sharp front (k2 = 10k1 ).
If there was some initial conductivity σ0 > 0, the
wave front position did not coincide with x0 ; instead,
it was determined by intersection of curve (3) and horizontal line σ(x) = σ0 . In fact, the front coordinate was
deﬁned at the computational grid node, and the value
of x0 was found numerically.
Equation (2) was solved by the relaxation method
with simple iterations on a square grid in the aboveindicated domain. The simulations were performed by
a specially developed program for the graphical processing unit using parallel algorithms based on the CUDA
technology. The criterion of convergence of the algorithm was the condition of equality of the current Ic
leaving the central electrode and the current Ib collected
on the external electrode:
xR
∂ϕ
dx,
Ic = −2πc σ
∂r
xL

xR
∂ϕ
Ib = −2πb σ
dx.
∂r
xL

The computation was terminated when the normalized
error |(Ib − Ic )/Ib | became smaller than 2 · 10−6 . For
grids up to 512 × 2048 nodes in size, the duration of one
computation with such an error was 15–20 min. Such
grid corresponded to division of the dielectric region
of the boundary into 51 interval, which seems to be
suﬃciently detailed partitioning.
These simulations were performed many times for
diﬀerent positions of the front of the electrical conductivity distribution, which corresponded to detonation
wave motion. The parameter stored after each simulation was the current I1 collected on the electrode 1:
−a/2


I1 = −2πb

σ
xL

∂ϕ
dx.
∂r

In the experiments, the signal of the coil 4 is prodI1
portional to the derivative of the current −
(the midt
nus is used because I1 decreases after reaching the slit).
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Fig. 6. Simulation results: (a) slit width 0.3 mm; (b) slit width 0.6 mm; curve 1 shows the speciﬁed
proﬁle of electrical conductivity (for σ0 = 0) and curves 2 and 3 are the scaled derivatives −I˙1 for
σ0 = 0 and 0.125, respectively.

In the simulations, this corresponds to the derivative
−I1 with respect to the front coordinate with appropriate scaling. The results of simulations for the unit
amplitude of the electrical conductivity distribution are
shown in Fig. 6.
The thickness of the dielectric in Fig. 6a is 0.3 mm,
which is half of the characteristic fall length of electrical conductivity. The dielectric position is marked
by a rectangle under the abscissa axis. The calculated
curve 2 begins immediately after the wave reaches the
dielectric because some part of the conducting region
no longer contacts the electrode 1, which somewhat increases the resistance of the cell and decreases the current I1 . Such a weak “precursor” was indeed observed
in some experiments, though it could be missed against
the background of experimental noise. An intense peak
is observed at the instant when the front reaches the
electrode 2 because a noticeable portion of the current
is switched to this electrode (the electric ﬁeld has a singularity at the corner point r = b, x = a/2). However,
this distortion of the signal soon becomes smaller. For
example, at x = 0.3 mm, the excess of the level above
the true value is approximately 20%, which can be estimated as acceptable accuracy for experiments with
explosives. At x = 0.4 mm, the error decreases to 6%,
and the curves almost coincide at x > 0.4 mm. Simply speaking, the distortion of the ﬁeld in the vicinity
of the dielectric reduces the measured proﬁle approximately by one half of the dielectric layer width, while

the area under the curve remains unchanged.
Noticeable initial electrical conductivity (1/8 part
of the maximum value for Fig. 6, which approximately
corresponds to the experimental data in Fig. 4) changes
the character of proﬁle distortion. Namely, the precursor on curve 3 is expressed more clearly. When the
front passes through the slit region, some portion of
the current branches oﬀ to the electrode 2, resulting in
marked reduction of the current I1 . Vice versa, the excess of the peak becomes less sharp. Such results are
natural because the presence of noticeable initial electrical conductivity can be treated as some smoothing of
the electrical conductivity distribution.
For the doubled width of the slit (0.6 mm), the
response of the cell reﬂects the real distribution of electrical conductivity rather poorly, though the curves far
from the dielectric are qualitatively consistent (Fig. 6b).
Note that the error of the maximum amplitude of the
signal is signiﬁcantly smaller for the conducting composition in both simulation variants.
The simulation results described here can be considered as justiﬁcation of the conclusion about the absence of any signiﬁcant inﬂuence of nanotubes on the
electrical conductivity proﬁle, which was made in the
previous paragraph. Indeed, Fig. 4 shows the precursor, which is exactly 0.3 mm wide, followed by the main
peak. The relationship of the curves for the initially
conducting material and pure RDX is consistent with
the model computations.
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CONCLUSIONS
A procedure of preparing RDX with addition of
0.5% of single-walled carbon nanotubes was proposed;
the productivity was suﬃcient for subsequent dynamic
measurements.
It was demonstrated that charges
can be pressed without any binders. The resultant
material ensured electrical conductivity at a level of
0.05–0.5 Ω−1 · cm−1 , and the resistance of the specimens
decreased with an increase in the current density.
The detonation wave structure was studied with
the use of two diagnostic tools: by means of electromagnetic measurements of mass velocity and by the electroconductivity method. The latter is signiﬁcantly aﬀected
by the initial conductivity of the material. Simulations
of current spreading in the coaxial cell ensured a correct
interpretation of experimental data.
The electromagnetic measurements indicated that
SWCNT addition exerts a certain eﬀect on the reaction
kinetics. The reason for this eﬀect can be the change
in the substance structure. RDX condensation in the
presence of nanotubes leads to the formation of porous
particles. In the pressing process, nanotubes surrounding HE grains prevent the total collapse of gaps between
the grains. Multiple pores can act as nuclei of hot spots.
It is also possible that nanotubes favor spreading of the
reaction owing to the high thermal conductivity.
Nanotubes produce practically no eﬀect on the electrical conductivity proﬁle, which is apparently caused
by their rapid destruction in the wave front. Indeed,
shock wave experiments [10] showed that SWCNTs
start to destroy already at a pressure of 19 GPa, which
is much lower than the CJ pressure in RDX with the
density of 1.6 g/cm3 . Complete destruction of SWCNTs is observed at 36 GPa. This value approximately
corresponds to the pressure in the Neumann spike. According to [11], the majority of single-walled carbon
nanotubes are destroyed already at 26 GPa. Under the
detonation wave conditions, at temperatures of several
thousand Kelvins, the destruction process is expected
to be even more intense. After that, the mechanism of
electrical conductivity does not diﬀer from that in the
pure HE. Based on experimental proﬁles, the SWCNT
destruction time can be estimated as 10 ns or smaller.
Thus, SWCNT addition ensures some advantages
of explosives: there is no electrization, and the material
is pressed without any additional binders. Concerning
the inﬂuence on the detonation characteristics, the main
role of nanotubes seems to be the modiﬁcation of the
initial distribution of HE porosity.
Because of comparatively small sizes of the examined charges, the measured velocities can be underestimated as compared to the ideal values. According to

our estimates, the inﬂuence of the diameter for such an
active substance as RDX is insigniﬁcant. For example,
the detonation velocity obtained for charges 12–15 mm
in diameter [12] with due allowance for the small diﬀerence in density practically coincides with the velocity
measured in [13] for the diameter of 40 mm. The ﬁnite
length of the charges can also aﬀect the wave parameters, but this drawback is partly compensated by the
plane-wave initiator. The values of the measured mass
velocity within the accuracy of our experiment are consistent with the expected values, which implies that the
scaling factor produces a minor eﬀect.
The authors are grateful to N. P. Satonkina for her
kind assistance in the experiment and useful discussions.
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